No - 1  **Numbers that show order**
  
  first  
  second  
  third  
  fourth  
  fifth  
  sixth  
  seventh  
  eighth  
  ninth  
  tenth

No - 2  **First, second, third ...**
  
  first  
  second  
  third  
  fourth  
  fifth  
  sixth  
  seventh  
  eighth  
  ninth  
  tenth

No - 3  **Boys and girls**
  
  first  
  second  
  third  
  fourth  
  fifth  
  sixth  
  seventh  
  eighth  
  ninth  
  tenth

  first  
  second  
  third  
  fourth  
  fifth  
  sixth  
  seventh  
  eighth  
  tenth
No - 4  The first player
    Ali is the first player.
    Lisa is the second player.
    Mohamed is the third player.
    Mark is the fourth player.
    Hao is the fifth player.
    Georgia is the sixth player.
    Susie is the seventh player.

No - 5  The car race
    first
    second
    third
    fourth
    fifth
    sixth
    seventh
    eighth
    ninth
    tenth